California Wins First Place on the Doctors' Fund.

**FIFTY CENTS A YEAR**

J. A. WILKINSON,

GRAND, KANSAS, U. S. A., APRIL 27, 1901.

**APPEAL TO REASON.**

**THE PREMIAIUMS.**

For the first time ever, $2,000.85 will be paid to the San Francisco hospital. Additional premiums of $2,000.00 are given to the hospitals of the other cities.

For the last year at any hospital.

[Table of premiums for various cities, totaling $2,000.85.]

If you are in the habit of paying $2,000.85 to the San Francisco hospital, you may send it to Dr. G. A. C. Barnes, the treasurer of the hospital, or to any of the hospitals in the other cities.

**PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PROPERTY.**

The reader of the Appeal to Reason knows that the hospital can only be supported by the individual ownership of real estate and personal property, and that the property is not owned by the hospital. The property is owned by the hospital, and the property is owned by the individual holders of the property.

All titles are free in private persons, and the property is not owned by the hospital. The property is owned by the individual holders of the property.

**THE UNITED STATES.**

The government of the United States has been in the habit of paying $2,000.00 to the hospital. The money has been paid to the hospital, and the money has been paid to the individual holders of the property.

**THE IMPACT OF SCIENCE ON THE MODERN WORLD.**

Science has brought about many changes in the modern world. The changes have been for the better, and the changes have been for the worse. The changes have been for the better, and the changes have been for the worse.
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The Story of a Criminal.

TODAY I am to be hanged for the murder of my brother, the Judge, representing society. The "execution" will be performed by the "parricideADE" at 12 o'clock. My name is John Doe. I was born in a poor family. My parents were illiterate and had little means. I spent my childhood laboring in the fields.

In my teenage years, I joined a gang of thieves and became involved in petty theft. Eventually, I committed my first murder, the theft of a valuable diamond necklace from a wealthy businessman. I was caught and sentenced to death.

After spending several years in prison, I was released on a technicality. I returned to my old gang and continued to commit crimes. I was arrested again, but this time I managed to escape and fled to the United States. I changed my name and tried to start a new life.

I settled in a small town where I worked as a laborer. I met a woman and fell in love. We got married and had children. I started a small business, but I was still involved in criminal activities.

One day, I was caught stealing a large sum of money from a bank. I was sentenced to death and executed.

The end.

COUGHT ON THE FL

The socialist is a name of a new party that seeks to overthrow the capitalist system. The international paper has published the Green Mountain of Vermont. No restrictions, no elections, no parties, no governments. The trouble of the elector, the voter, the people, is the only government. The socialist will stand for the Standard Oil company.

Took this position in the States. This is a statement of the Socialist party at the Fort Worth Labor Congress. No provincials, no pretentiousness, no self-righteousness. The socialist is a party for the little man, the worker, the laborer.

The peasants have been the first to act. They have taken the lead in the revolution. They have been the first to form a trade union. If they fail, they will be the first to be crushed. The socialist is the people's voice.

In the States, Stimson, the father of the United States, issued a National City Bank of New York. The socialist is a party of the people, for the people, by the people. It is the party of the future.

A dispatch from Pittsburgh, Pa., announces a rally of the socialist party. It is to be a combination. Certainly, gentlemen, wait and see. It will be a combination. No party, no politicians, no bosses.

The socialist party is the party of the people. It stands for the people, for the people, by the people. It is the party of the future.
A Primer for Capitalists

Appeal Army

Contributions to the Doctors Fund

The Primary Class

The increased vote of the Socialists, where people voted not only for candidates whom they considered better men, but also for the political system which they thought better, has made the Socialist party very strong in the city. The party has now a membership of over 500, and is making rapid progress. The Socialist candidates have been returned to office in a large majority, and the party is strong in the city. The party is making great strides in the city, and is making rapid progress.

The Appeal

The Appeal is a weekly newspaper published in Kansas City, Kansas, that was founded in 1885. It is one of the oldest socialist newspapers in the United States. The Appeal was founded by the Kansas City Socialist Labor Party and was edited by its leader, W. E. B. Du Bois. The Appeal was a leading voice of the American socialist movement and played a significant role in the development of socialist thought in the United States. The Appeal was known for its radical political stance, its support of workers' rights, and its advocacy for socialist and anti-imperialist causes. The Appeal was a major outlet for socialist literature and was instrumental in advancing socialist ideas and organizing socialist movements in the United States.